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was creating Sahaja Yogis and 

listening to them and talking to 

them, the way they were so sweet 

and so kind and so respectful. 

All this has helped Me so much 

and I must thank you for that. 

With your support, with your 

help, with your understanding, 

I could achieve it. If I could 

achieve it on My own, I would 

never have asked for this help of 

yours. But you are just like My 

hands, you are just like My eyes 

and I need you very much because, 

without you, I cannot do it.

It’s like channelizing. Unless and 

until you have channels, what’s 

the use of being the Adi Shakti 

or anything – how will you 

channelize it? If there’s electrical 

movement, you need channels, 

otherwise, it is a static thing. 

In the same way, I felt always that 

I needed more and more channels. 

And when it worked out, I was 

really, really in a very great spirit.     

Sahasrara Puja 2000

What is most joy-giving to Me 
There is only one thing that can give Me joy and that is: 
as I have loved you, you must give that love to each other.

Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi, Holi 2007
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We were meeting with Sir CP when word came that Shri Mataji wanted to 
see us. When we entered the room our Mother was sitting in Her chair with a 
broad smile beaming. We were ushered in and we began discussing plans for 
the International Sahaja Public School. 

Shri Mataji was incredible. She was asking about the buildings, their sizes, 
where the children would be playing, safety issues with heights, as well as 
teachers and staff accommodation. Then She said to come back the next day 
with larger plans and to think about the size of the buildings, which She said 
were too small. 

Many of us came out of the room with tears of joy in our eyes, the emo-
tions were such. Sir CP said it was probably Her longest conversation in five 
years. It was totally amazing, transforming....

Although it didn’t seem possible, this day was to become even more 
incredible. 

We met a few hours later for an impromptu Easter Puja. We were for-
tunate to perform the puja with Shri Mataji. The auspicious offerings were 
made. The vibrations were incredible. 

Shri Mataji asked for the microphone. She smiled at us all and, for the 
first time in many years, She spoke in clear lucid tones, words of power, awak-
ening the kundalini, affirming, reassuring, joyous revelation. It was the first 
puja discourse by our Holy Mother in four years.

Tears of joy again began to flow around the room and, through many 
water-filled eyes, we were privileged to again sit as humble devotees before the 
Feet of our Guru and listen to an Easter Puja discourse. 

Shri Mataji began by saying that Easter is a very important day, the day of Christ’s 
resurrection. He resurrected so that He could transform people, but now we can do that 
work and we should not be afraid and have no doubts about ourself and our Self Real-
ization. We should respect our Self Realization. It is something very special, something 
unique. 

To be present that day was a spiritual privilege of such consequence and magnitude 
that most of what happens in our lives now appears in a way meaningless. That moment 
in time will be one that lives long in our treasured memories. For that instant when Shri 
Mataji leaned forward and asked for the microphone, time stood still.

We have to confirm our Self Realization. We have to respect our Self Realization. And 
we have to pass on to the world what we have received. We have to give what we have 
achieved in Sahaja Yoga to many more people who are waiting. There is nothing more 
important to do. 

As Shri Mataji began to speak, words cannot convey the emotions and feelings, for 
that was the moment that even now is still hard to describe.

Shri Mataji ended with something that reduced all to tears again. She said, “I have 
not been able to finish anything I have started and I have to work hard to pull others out 
so they can see their value.”

That was the moment – the beaming smile, the words of encouragement, tear-
filled eyes, all around faces wet with tears of joy. Sir CP was continually wiping his eyes. 
Throughout the talk, his hands were raised in supplication. He bowed to Shri Mataji and 
to God Almighty. Of us all, he was by far the happiest and most joyous.

Shri Mataji looked around at us all and said if there was anything wrong, we should 
all be happy. 

We answered that we were not sad, just very, very, happy to again hear Her voice.  
            Chris Kyriacou

Hear Her Voice
happy to again 
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This is a new starting for you – for you all. Try to understand that you have worked very 
hard so far and you wanted to do much more than you would have been able to do. That 
was your desire and it will work out. Definitely it will work out. If your desire is strong, 
things will work out and you’ll get a great chance of helping people, as you have had help 
yourself and you were happy about it. 

It’s better that you decide to help others. It’s important they all should be blessed. You 
can do it. 

There lies your leadership, that you have to give it to others. Most of you have got it 
for yourself, but you have to give it to others. Let the others also gain in their spirituality. 

I know so many of you have got your Realization and you are so much in it and you 
are all very happy. So be happy and cheerful. That is the first sign that you are realized, 
that you have got the Realization. 

With this Realization, you can give Realization to others. 

The speciality of today is that Christ came back to life just to do something for us, so 
it’s a very important day for all of us. 

I would say that today you should understand that you have got this power to give 
Realization to others. You have got it, but now you have to use. Those who have Self 
Realization should not waste their energy, but try to give it. 

This world is full of chaos and quarrels and fighting still going on, so your duty and 
your job will be to talk to them and tell them that, first important thing, Sahaja Yogis 
must become peaceful and they must enjoy the fruits of Sahaja Yoga. I am sure everything 
will be worked out. It has worked out with so many of you and it will work out with 
others also. It’s not just a talk, but there’s something happening. 

So try to remember that you are all Sahaja Yogis and you deserve a very good help, 
very good help from Me and from God Almighty. 

There is nothing to be upset. These are all different tests which will work out the 
goodness in you and they’ll get the results – you’ll find Sahaja Yogis, special ones. 

It’s very nice to see so many of you who have tried to get Realization, but who are 
really already realized. There are many who want to have Realization, but there are already 
many who are already realized and who can do a lot for others who want their help.

Today is a good day when you have to decide for your future. You have to decide that 
you are going to help other Sahaja Yogis to get more Sahaja Yogis and you have to spread 
Sahaja Yoga. 

You see, so many problems are there. And the more we have as Sahaja Yogis, there’s no 
problem left. It will be all solved.

So I wish you luck that, please, try to get your Realization proper and confirmed. I 
hope you don’t have doubts about it. If you have any doubts, you can write to Me. 

Now we have got some very nice, good people who have come to Sahaja Yoga, so it is 
your own duty to see that they become good Sahaja Yogis and enjoy the blessings.

I am very happy to see so many of you coming. And today, for Me, is a very good day 
also. 

In the life of Christ a very great thing happened, that He became – He became what 
He was already, a Sahaja Yogi, and He tried to make many Sahaja Yogis, if possible. But 
at that time, the people were not so alert as you are. 

You are special people who are seeking and who have found out – and you can give 
it to others. This is not for keeping with yourself. If you have got it, just don’t think that 
you have got the last chance, but give the chance to others.

I am all with you and if any of you have any personal or any other problem, you 
should write to Me. I am sorry I won’t be able to give you anything for this special day.

May God bless you all.

Once you have got Self Realization, you have to give it to others and respect it. That 
is important – to respect it. I am sure it will work out. 

And you all look so good to Me and I am sure that all of you will do it. 
I have not been able to finish anything I have started and I have to work hard to pull 

others out so they can see their value.

There lies your leadership
that you have to give it to others

Shri Mataji’s Easter Puja talk
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The day will come 
when human beings will be understanding the beauty of love. 

Then from the heavens there will be flowers falling on us. 

It will be such a tremendous day 

when Mahadeva will be able to close His Third Eye 

and will be peaceful in His heart. 

It is My vision. 

It’s the future for you, 

to see how peacefully you can talk to people, 

how sweetly you can love others, 

how much you can give to others....

We are different. 

We are the jewels of humanity and we have to be like that – 

shining, cutting out all the wrong things within us 

as a diamond is cut to look like something very, very great.

My only – if I have any – desire is that

try to follow the qualities of Shri Mahadeva – 

how great He is, how detached He is....

We should be detached like that. 

At the same time, we should be very loving like Him, extremely loving – 

how His heart is full of love for others, how He looks after others. 

I am warning you, because I know you all love Me very much, 

but you should also love each other, 

should have a loving heart and have satisfaction in loving others. 

If you could develop that, your height will grow, 

your depth in Sahaja Yoga will grow ... 

just deep into that love, 

drenched into that love, 

enjoying that love.        Shivaratri Puja 2001

The four day international Sahaja Yoga seminar that started on March 18th 
and concluded on March 21st was hosted by seven countries – Turkey, the 
United Arab Emirates, Israel, Tunisia, Greece, Morocco, Iran and India – at 
Nirmal Nagari in Pune. 

These four days marked yet another milestone in the expression of the 
collective sense of harmony through the staging of a unique cultural program 
before eight to nine thousand Sahaja Yogis (over a thousand of whom came 
from outside of India). The occasion marked the offering of puja at the Holy 
Lotus Feet of Shri Mataji in Her Shri Shiva Form and the celebration in joy 
of Her 84th birthday. 



On the evening of March 19th, Sahaja Yogis gathered to offer their prayers to Her 
Holiness Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi on the auspicious occasion of Shivaratri. One could 
feel the Divine Presence piercing the emotions in the collective with the element of 
silence. It could be felt within the hearts for the realized souls who were witnessing this 
heavenly bliss. Our most Holy Mother blessed the collective with Her eternal love and the 
blessings of Her Shri Shiva Form. 

The stage wore a very powerful look with a cave design and a Shiva Lingam like the 
abode of Shri Shiva in Kailasha. As the evening meditation started with prayers and bha-
jans, the atmosphere transformed into the thin mist of Kailash, as the beats of Mridan-
gam and bhajans filled the air. 

The Shiva puja was offered with the anointing with geru and other fragrant powder 
on Mother’s face. It was a very powerful puja. In the cool of the evening, the collective 
witnessed our most Holy Mother wearing the white robe of Shri Shiva with the geru 
application on Her forehead. It was such brilliance. There was an element of serenity pre-
vailing as the collective heart grew deeper, as if that power within was reverberating with 
the chant of “Shivoham Shivoham – I am Shiva ... I am Shiva....” 

When the puja concluded, the collective was addressed by our most beloved Sir CP. 
He spoke very clearly, outlining the objectives that we must resolve to undertake as vows. 
He spoke each and every word and sentence with great humility. He reminded the col-
lective that it has been over thirty-five years that he has been witnessing Mother’s relent-
less works and love for all humanity – all nations, languages, religions, castes and creeds 
without any distinction. 

It is now that the love must flow. This was, he said, Her main purpose in teaching 
Sahaja Yoga to the world. He confided that the time has arrived to express our deep con-
cern and gratitude to our beloved Mother for the love She has given us for our growth and 
Her tireless work to transform humans. It is indeed our turn now and we must return that 
love to the world, shouldering the responsibility to carry forward Her message of Sahaja 
Yoga. 

The collective seemed now to be on a different plane and there was a tremendous flow 
of vibrations which prevailed even long after Shri Mataji’s departure.

 
The evening of March 21st, the sky was full of colours like an artist’s canvas ready for a 

very enigmatic artwork. Colours were scattered here and there with humble, puffy clouds. 
Nine thousand Sahaja Yogis had gathered together to celebrate that most auspicious day, 
the birthday of our most Divine Mother.

The evening heat was cooling down as a beautiful crescent moon gradually replaced 
the waning sun. The moon was accompanied by a lone star overlooking the collective, as 
if to announce readiness for the occasion. Fragrance filled the air as the vibrations kept 
increasing with the dusk.

Suddenly with the news of Shri Mataji’s holy arrival flowing into the Nirmal Nagari, 
the entire venue was transformed with joy, fragrance and enthusiasm. There were wel-
coming bhajans. The cloudless sky was filled with beautiful fireworks. The curtains were 
opened to the collective for the holy darshan of Shri Mataji amidst thunderous applause 
and excitement.

Like the most compassionate mother, Shri Mataji was witnessing the spiritual health 
of Her children who had been physically away from Her darshan for so long and now 
had come to celebrate their Mother’s birthday. The love flowed with Her divine glance, as 
could well be seen on the giant projection screens in the pendal.

After the aarti was offered, the birthday felicitation and message from the 
president of India was handed over to Sir CP who read it out to Shri Mataji. 

The atmosphere was filled with joy as the fireworks and balloons were 
released high in the air. The collective enjoyed that moment in the holy pres-
ence of Shri Mataji, as She also seemed to enjoy every moment with Her 
children.

As the evening grew cooler, the crescent moon vanished behind the dis-
tant hillocks, where once upon a time Shri Sita and Shri Rama had resided.

After the felicitations, Sir CP addressed the Sahaja Yogis and said what the 
collective ears yearned to hear: the messages on behalf of our Holy Mother. 
Our beloved Pappaji opened up addressing the collectivity with “Jai Shri 
Mataji.”

The words emerged like our own prayers, humbly submitted. There was a 
resolution taken by Sir CP on behalf of all of us and the world. He said today 
is our turn and maybe it will be the turn of your children or their grandchil-
dren or their children, who will love to celebrate Her birthday with Mother 
sitting in front, privileged to have Her darshan. 

And now on this day, he continued, may we all request Shri Mataji, 
“Mother, please maintain Your throne on this Earth until every human being 
is transformed.” 

Sir CP spoke on behalf of Mother requesting all the yogis to take over the 
responsibility to spread Sahaja Yoga wherever possible. He said, “Your Mother 
is the source of unending love. She made this beautiful world of Sahaja Yoga 
and, being Her children, now it’s our responsibility to spread this message of 
love.”

In his speech, Sir CP emphasized that Shri Mataji had undoubtedly been 
the source of joy and had worked a lot for transforming humanity in all parts 
of the world, travelling in bullock-cart to buses to trains and now, he said, “I 
request all of you, I urge you and I beg of you to kindly take the responsibility 
to spread Sahaja Yoga and please let Her have a rest while you work to take 
Her mission forward.”

It was a very tender moment, yet very serious, as Sir CP himself tried to 
invoke our beloved Mother to address and bless the collective with Her divine 
words. It seemed as if Sir CP, like our father in the large family, was trying 
to persuade our beloved Mother to address Her children. But perhaps out of 
love, She was playing Her own leela with Her children in Her own style. 

At one point She said, “Tum Bolo” – you speak. It was the silence that 
had more power and energy than mere words. It was indeed our Mother who 
was transmitting Her vibrations through Her Para Vaani (speech of God) and 
this could be felt within our Madhyama (the heart region) instead of being 
spoken.

It was for the entire world, the globe, not just for the nine thousand who 
were witnessing this play. It was as if Mother was enacting the play as Sir CP 
stood up to convey the words as She would have desired him to convey them 
to all of Her realized children on Her 84th birthday.

Rabi Ghosh

Bi rt h day a n d Sh i va rat r i  Pu ja S
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There were nine times when the major incarnations of the Mother of this uni-
verse were manifested. They were manifested with a purpose. That purpose is 
to protect Her bhaktas, Her disciples, Her children. 

This was a binding love. She could not escape it.... She has to manifest it, 
work it out and give that protection to all Her children.

Protection in modern times
This protection in the modern times has taken another form. In those days, 
the evil was trying to harm, to destroy the people who were righteous, who 
were bhaktas, who were doing good things, who wanted to lead a very reli-
gious life. So to save them, She incarnated. To protect them, She incarnated. 
But they knew what was good, they knew what was wrong. And they wanted 
to preserve their good life, their precious life. They didn’t care for money, they 
didn’t care for power, but just they wanted their life. That means they wanted 
to be alive to worship the Goddess. And when they were troubled or harmed 
or destroyed by these evil forces, She had to manifest.

But in modern times it has become very complicated, as the modern times 
are complicated. First of all, in the mind, in the lifestyle, in the society of good 
human beings, righteous human beings, fear of the wrong has entered. They 
are afraid of their priests, of their churches, of their temples, of their mosques, 
which are all false. They are not afraid of God. They don’t believe in God. 
They think they have created God and they can manage God.... They are not 
at all worried as to what will happen to them. They don’t even believe in the 
second life. They don’t believe in the resurrection. They are very short-sighted, 
evil people doing all kinds of evil things.

So somehow or other, as soon as you are born, you are born into some 
sort of a brand.... The first brand which comes onto this modern man is of 
what religion to which he belongs. He can’t avoid it. He has to be jolly well 
belonging to some religion....

Recognition 
Very simple, gullible, good people, very righteous believers of God devel-

oped this kind of a fear, which was put into their heads by these false people, 
that “If you don’t do like this, if you don’t pay money to us, then God will 
be wrathful. If you do not come to the confession, then God will be angry 
with you. If you do not tolerate our nonsense, God will be angry with you.” 
All these things started going into the brains of the people very easily. In 
some religions, they believe there is no sin in drinking. In some religions, 
they believe there is no sin in marrying many women. In some religions, they 
believe that you can have a caste system. All is anti-God, absolutely anti-God 
activity and was perpetuated into the society by these priests who are sup-
posed to be in charge of the religion. 

So the first horrible conditioning we have when we start Sahaja Yoga is 
this. So to start something afresh, they find it very difficult. So the first pro-
tection Mother had to render is from this conditioning. The second one is 
that of the country. Either you belong to this country, to that country or to 
that country. And these days every country is competing with each other in 
all kinds of corruption.... This is the second type of fear that is in the minds 
of the modern time.

Then the third thing was the war. Wars after wars came in. So many people 
developed a kind of a fear about war and, as a reaction, they developed a kind 
of a stupid ego just, they said, to protect themselves. 

In protecting themselves, they have built up a big ego and they are now 
becoming very aggressive people.... It can be directed towards anyone. Then 
comes the fear of race – racialism....

Your Mother is the Adi Shakti. 

She has created all this universe, 

She has created all this world 

and She is for your protection. 

gives Protection
N a v a r a t r i  P u j a

13  O c t o b e r  19 91
C a b e l l a  L i g u r e
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Protection in Sahaja Yoga
We are now here in Kali Yuga. We have started Sahaja Yoga. So the way we have to work 
out our protection has to be mutual. 

Mother, of course, is there to protect you all the time. Her powers are there to protect 
you. But surprisingly, in the modern times, there’s one condition which has to be fulfilled. 
Because in those days, good were good and evil were evil, there was no mixing up. So 
once they asked for the Goddess, they accepted Her. She came in Her real form and She 
worked it out. But in modern times, you must know that all these evil things are also 
lingering in your head, a little bit here and there. People are extremely superficial. They 
are very much prone to the mass attitude, fashions, things like that. Their personality is 
not that developed as that of those bhaktas who knew they were right, who knew they 
were righteous, who knew whatever they were doing was correct and were standing on 
their legs firm.

So the modern Sahaja Yogi is very different from the Sahaja Yogi of olden times 
because in the olden times it was not easy to get Realization – one in a billion or in a 
trillion. And they had to work very hard, so as they worked hard, very hard, they got 
cleansed and built up themselves and toiled. Like any art piece which takes time, is done 
with care, is definitely a thousand times better than these modern artists just putting two, 
three lines like this. 

So today’s human being is like a modern artist. You put one line and you say, “You 
must see this in that person, you must have an identity.” I mean what identity can people 
have with one line. You say, “Find out the identity.”

The Sahaja Yogis who are today here have to realize that all these things are surround-
ing us and these evil forces are also there. There are some within us. Some are without. 

So it looks to be very a difficult task, but it’s not because one condition if you can 
understand, is that you have to recognize Me. I know I am Mahamaya. I’m really very 
clever at it, but I am truthful. I do not have crocodile tears. I cannot have. I am truthful, 
but still I am Mahamaya.

Recognition and cleansing
To recognize Me, what should you do? If you recognize, then you are protected. And the 
cleansing is the simplest thing in Sahaja Yoga. It is to be collective. If you are not collec-
tive, then know that something is wrong with you. If you are collective, then it is as if you 
are taking your bath in the River Ganges. You don’t have to go to Himalayas.... If you are 
collective, if you are enjoying the collective, then you should know that you are clean. No 
blemishes there – you are absolutely all right.

Now the second part is this Mahamaya business. I had to be very close to you. I 
had to be extremely close, talk to you, to have a rapport, to tell you everything about 
yoga, to make you absolutely aware of yourself. This had to be done. And with all these 
complications within your mind, within your heart, within your body, I had to work it 
out. To come close in the real form would have been very dangerous, so one had to be a 
Mahamaya.

But despite that, if you could recognize Me, to understand Me, that I am a Divine 
Personality, “It’s an incarnation,” that’s all the Deities want. Then they’ll look after you 
in every way. They’ll give you all the powers. They’ll give you all the satisfaction, all the 
protection that you want.

This is the condition which, for a rational mind, is very difficult to understand, that 
how can the Adi Shakti be in one body? How can the infinite can become finite? But 
human beings cannot do that.... God can do it. He is God, after all....

The protection of the Adi Shakti
How you behave is very important. You should not be artificial, you 
should not be superficial, but best is to put your hand on your heart, 
both the hands and just try to feel it.

Your Mother is the Adi Shakti. She has created all this universe, 
She has created all this world and She is for your protection. Even 
Shri Krishna could not protect the Pandavas. They had to go in the 
forest. They had to suffer. But not Sahaja Yogis. As soon as I come to 
know about your problems, My attention can work it out. Shri Rama 
Himself had to go to jungles. All this is given to you – this protection 
– because you are seekers of truth. And the truth is that I am the Adi 
Shakti incarnated.

Once this truth becomes one with yourself, there is nothing to 
fear because all the Deities know this fact. They know about this 
incarnation very well. They are all prepared for it and they’ll do any-
thing to substantiate your belief.... They are so anxious. They are 
behind the stage, before the stage, all sides of the stage, listening to 
Me, feeling happy that I am telling you the truth. But the way they 
recognize and the way they act, they never disobey. If you behave in 
the same manner, you are completely protected from all these prob-
lems I have told you of....

Automatically, once you know whom you are facing, in whose 
protection you are, automatically ... you will have no fear. Once 
you’ve recognized, you will have no fear from anyone. And the more 
you show that recognition, the more you realize it. You get higher 
and higher – not only spiritually, but in every way, mentally, socially, 
economically, politically. 

It’s very remarkable not only that you recognize Me as a Mother 
who loves you very much, but  as a Mother who is powerful to pro-
tect you – very powerful.... This recognition itself will fulfill all the 
incarnations....

So if you realize that, your Mother is the Adi Shakti....
Just behind this recognition is all the powers.... But if you are 

doubting, still halfway, this, that, then things won’t be all right.
You shouldn’t worry about your reputation. Just go with full 

speed into any direction, knowing one thing – that you are My child 
and that I am Adi Shakti. Everything that looks horrible will become 
better.... Don’t worry about anything. Just know that I am the Adi 
Shakti, that all the powers of Gods and Goddesses and all that are 
within Me. And they are within Me. And they are all looking after 
you. But if that recognition is not there, they are not going to recog-
nize you either....

You are worshipping Durga and all these Goddesses to thank 
them because if they had not saved you that time, you would have 
been so frightened you would have become bad people and you 
would not have been here. 

That is why you are thankful to them for saving us and giving us 
this protection at that time when we were very helpless.

May God bless you.

If you are 
collective, 

then it is as if 
you are taking 

your bath in the 
River Ganges.

All this is given 
to you – this 
protection – 
because you are 
seekers of truth. 

You develop that kind of love
for others, for other Sahaja
Yogis, for other people, for other
things, for this Mother Earth
– for all that. Your love cannot
only protect you, but protect
others also. Your attention, 
as long as it is on yourself, 
will start becoming smaller 
and smaller. “I should have this, 
I should have that. I like this, 
I like that.” All these topics will 
fall.... Who are you? Ask yourself 
the question. Who are you? 
If you are the pure spirit, it is 
nothing but love. And in love, 
you think of others, the problems 
of others, you try to make others 
comfortable, you try to look after 
others and you don’t just look 
after yourself and bother about 
yourself. This is what you have 
to reach. Sahasrara Puja 1997

Prot e c t i o n
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Shiva ... protects realized souls at every point, in every way. 
Negative forces try to attack a Sahaja Yogi but they are all neutralized by His tremendous 
power of protection. Through His vibratory awareness we are guided into right path. All 
the beautiful blessings of His are described in Psalm 23.... The Lord is my shepherd. It is 
all described how He looks after you like a shepherd.              Ekadesha Rudra Puja 1984

The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.
He maketh me to lie down in green pastures:
He leadeth me beside the still waters.
He restoreth my soul:
He leadeth me in the path of righteousness for His name’s sake.
Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death,
I will fear no evil: for Thou art with me; Thy rod and thy staff they comfort me.
Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of mine enemies:
Thou anointest my head with oil; my cup runneth over.
Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life:
and I will dwell in the house of the Lord forever.

That’s one of the signs. I have seen with Myself, if there is any crisis in the family, I just 
become thoughtless. That means what? That God just takes you in, your problems. He 
puts His hand, He puts His protection and He takes you out of it and makes you abso-
lutely thoughtless. And in that thoughtless awareness you discover what is right, what 
is wrong. So even in crisis, this thoughtless awareness is all the time extremely alert. It 
becomes much more alert than normal. That’s the sign of a Sahaja Yogi and the sign of 
Sahaja Yogini.... In wisdom you understand that all the Deities are just with you. And 
whatever happens to you, they are before you. Nobody can harm you. Nobody can touch 
you. You are so protected. Lotuses are not protected. You are so protected that if anybody 
tries to harm you, immediately there is protection. Also your own protection is there, as 
I said, that you jump into thoughtless awareness.              Diwali Puja 1991

The main thing is 
you have to be under the protection of spirituality, 

under the protection of morality, 
under the protection of divine laws. 
If you’re not under that protection, 

you can get caught up into anything.
Christmas Puja 1994

With Sahaja Yoga, one has to know the protection of the Goddess is 
on top of your head. Nothing can go wrong with you. Nothing will 
happen to you. It will all work out.                 Guru Puja 1999

In Sahaj, if you come, none of these things can trouble you because this 
is the aspect of Mahamaya that She protects. She protects. Nobody can 
destroy a Sahaja Yogi, unless and until they want to be destroyed. It’s 
their desire. Nobody can touch them.... This Mahamaya is always like 
My sari, as you say. It is protecting you. She’s beautiful, She’s very kind, 
caring, compassionate, affectionate, delicately She handles you. And 
She’s very, very angry and kills the people who try to spoil the work of 
God, like rakshasas and devils, and keeps you clean, out of all these bad 
hands.           Sahasrara Puja 1994

is the power that protects you, in all the ways that it is possible. It guides 
you. It looks after you. It gives you peace. And this power gives you tre-
mendous faith in Sahaja Yoga. Ultimately, you become filled with the joy 
of Sahaja Yoga and you don’t like anything else but Sahaja Yoga. To you, 
everything is Sahaja Yoga. But sometimes we are identified with our ego 
and we think our ego is Sahaja Yoga.... When we are meeting each other, 
when we are talking to each other, that joy, one should see one ripple fall-
ing and another rising, another falling – as you see in the sea – becoming 
one with each other. This power is within you and it is working all the 
time, that you’re loved and you are looked after.     27 January 1980

Prot e c t i o n

If you are a Sahaja Yogini, 
then at the time of crisis you should become thoughtless.

This power of desiring
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Sahaja Yogis are expanding their hearts and realizing 
that they are no more drops, but they are part and parcel of the ocean and 
that the ocean itself is going to strengthen them and look after them. It’s the 
ocean that is going to nourish them and the same ocean is going to guide 
them. 

The connection between a drop and an ocean has to be fully established, so the limi-

tations of a drop have to be absolutely dissolved into the greatness of the ocean. With 

care and with nice things to say, we can improve the depth of the collectivity – and with 

a sincere desire to be collective. The desire to be collective has to be very sincere. 

Sincerity, desire and vision
So this expanse of your being will start. The first thing needed is a sincerity to yourself. Of 
course, because we are coming from a drop status, from a drop, a little limited drop, from 
that phase, so we get engulfed again and again into those limitations. But we must see our 
own vision, what you will be in the future.... The sincerity itself to the idea that you want 
to be collective will break all barriers. If you are sincere to any purpose, anything, then 
you forget the time, you forget the labour, you forget everything. You want to achieve 
it – even in small things.

Now this sincerity comes from where? There are two things which work out sincerity. 
Firstly, you must see for yourself what is Sahaja Yoga, what it has given you. It has given 
you Realization. It has given you that wider vision. It has given you collective conscious-
ness. It has given you thoughtless awareness and doubtless awareness. It has made a new 
personality out of you like an egg becoming a bird. And now you are a bird and you 
cannot go back to the shell again. 

Once you realize what Sahaja Yoga has done for you and also realize what you have 
achieved in that – that is, you have achieved the knowledge of Kundalini, which was a 
secret knowledge all these years ... you are amazed and you can’t understand how it has 
happened, how it has worked out.... All these happenings should open your eyes to the 
fact that you are no more like an ordinary human being, that you are sages now, that you 
are saints....

This understanding of what you have achieved in Sahaja Yoga should immediately 
make you realize what you are. And when it all has happened to us automatically, you 
should be very sincere about it. You must feel that something really you have achieved. So 
we have to be sincere. Mentally, also you should feel that way. 

The heart and the brain
So this is the first thing you do ... to mentally feel that it’s so important ... so valuable. You 
become very sincere about it. But the second part is different, where you see something, 
you know something and you start opening your heart about it. In the second part you 
have to open your heart. The sincerity comes from an open heart. If your heart is not 
open, you cannot be sincere....

So now, with your Kundalini rising, you can clear out your head first of all. The sincer-
ity will come when the Kundalini will move and touch your Brahmarandra, which is the 
seat of your heart and it will expand. Then the heart just comes back like a king, returns 
back and starts dominating the brain. And when the heart comes back, immediately we 
find those people with whom we were angry, whom we would not talk, we had nothing to 
do, suddenly we become friendly with them. There’s no problem. In many ways, people 
have harmed you. All that harming and everything just disappears and you start becom-
ing so nice and beautiful. What has happened is that the Kundalini has touched your 
Brahmarandra, where is the seat of heart. And as soon as that opens out, your heart also 
opens and it gets awakened. It thinks, “Oh, what? I have allowed this brain to rule me. 
How dare it rule me!” It just jumps on it. And we have seen people – suddenly they’re so 
much transformed that it’s remarkable....

When we are dealing with people, we have to break the ice also by communicating 
with the others in a very decent manner.... To accept somebody as bad is very easy for 
human beings and once they start accepting such a thing, then they build up a kind of 
a fortress in which they live and they think they are the best people and nobody else 
is good. And thus, the whole community, the whole society, the whole humanity gets 
bitten by these ideas. Sahaja Yoga is the only way which is going to cure it. Sahaja Yoga 
is the only way which is going to finish this. And that part is to be played by you people, 
to understand that sincerity can only come if you raise your Kundalini again and again 
and open your Brahmarandra. Then your heart will rise. It will become a very awakened 
personality and it will take charge of your brain, which is all the time thinking, think-
ing, thinking like mad. And once that happens, then you will realize that now you have 
jumped into doubtless awareness.

So the relationship between the two has to be fully understood. At first, the domina-
tion of the heart or the kinghood of the heart is challenged, is put down, brought to zero. 
And then this brain becomes the king and it starts ruling us.... That’s why I always say you 
must meditate and you must be in thoughtless awareness. Then it works out. Don’t pay 
attention to outside things so much. Of course, you are, in a way, responsible for Sahaja 
Yoga because you are sincere about it. You cannot force yourself. So again and again I say 
you weigh your sincerity. “How sincere am I to Sahaja Yoga?”

We must see our own vision, what you will be in the future.... 

The sincerity itself to the idea that you want to be collective 

will break all barriers.

B i r t h d a y  P u j a 

21  M a r c h  19 9 0
S y d n e y

The sincerity 
comes from 
an open heart.
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Sahaja Yoga is complete
I don’t need Sahaja Yoga and that Sahaja Yoga does not need you. You need 
Sahaja Yoga. In itself, Sahaja Yoga is complete. It does not need you. It is a 
complete thing. It will remain like that, absolutely. It will have its own posi-
tion, its own status, its own dignity, everything intact. But if you have to get 
something out of it, you have to work it out. Like from the River Ganges, if 
you have to fetch the water, you must have proper pitchers which are deep 
enough to receive the water. But if you take a stone, what can you bring out 
of it? But the Ganges flows. It is what it is. It has its own capacities in it. It 
doesn’t change because you people have taken stones....

I’ve seen that Sahaja Yogis have a very large heart for Me, but for them-
selves they don’t have. They’ll do everything for Me, but nothing for them-
selves.... Instead of wasting all your energy in decorating all these things, you 
should decorate yourself within yourself, with sincerity, with nice thoughts 
about yourself that you are capable, absolutely capable people and you can use 
your imagination, your intelligence, rationality, whatever you think you have 
to find the way. Again I say, to keep your heart large....

You have to raise your Kundalini all the time and keep the standard of 
your Kundalini higher and higher. The more you open out, the more threads 
of Kundalini will come up and the more your heart will open out and it will 
be awakened, it will become more powerful. And with an open, big heart 
and a powerful heart, you can dominate your brain, which is giving you all 
these funny ideas.... A large heart doesn’t mean stupidity. It doesn’t mean that. 
A large heart means the heart in which you can put Me in. It’s quite a big 
person, Myself, so you have to have a very large heart that I could reside into 
your heart. That is the large heart and that’s what you all should have. If that 
happens, then everything will work out very well.

Expressing love
You have your emotions, your feelings like flowers that you have to keep to 
yourself, which are part of the same ocean of your heart. And, once you are 
ready, everything is done. If the whole house is ready, now bring the flowers, 
the emotions, the nice things, the beautiful things and nourish them.

One must learn. I think there should be some books about how to say 
nice things to others. We should try to find some books like that or should 
write some books how nice things could be said, how we can take care of 
others, how we can make another feel our love, the expression of love and that 
work. Such a book will really help people to understand that this is nice to 
say. And once you say something nice to another, that niceness comes back ... 
like the ripples that touch the shores come back and then you feel very happy. 

Go on saying things which are nice, which are pleasing will be very much 
appreciated. But if you say it with sincerity, not just to tease someone or to say 
something just to be so superficially good ... then you will be surprised that 
the heart of the other person will open and from that heart will flow those 
beautiful flowers of emotions that are stored.

So on one side, you have to expand your heart and, on another side, you 
have to reserve or preserve all the beautiful, nice, delicate feelings within your-
self, absorb from everywhere and then to pour them out at the right point. 
That’s the art…. This is the way we have to be with ourselves in our heart 
because human beings are very delicate, very beautiful things and to beautify 
them you have to say beautiful things. This tongue is not for saying harsh 
things, for making fun of others, for teasing others, but is for saying some-
thing, such a beautiful thing that the other person also imbibes that beauty. 
I’ve seen some nice things people have said and that lingers in My mind. And 
I said, “When will I have chance to say these things to others?”

So think about it, that “Now this is a very nice sentence. This was a very 
sweet thing they said. All right, so now, where should I use this...?” To find 
these nice feelings and nice emotions and nice things said, then what do you 
do? You collect them, all these things, give them and use them at the right 
time, at the right place. This is what is the wisdom of Shri Ganesha. Innocent 
people are the most sincere people, innocent people. Those who are clever 
and cunning cannot be sincere because they enjoy their cunningness, they 
enjoy their so-called brilliance. They can never be. Those people who are 
simple, who are loving, who care for love more than anything else, can only 
say very nice things sincerely....

When your heart is large, then whatever you do for others, you enjoy. You 
enjoy doing good things. You enjoy saying nice things. So we should have the 
choicest flowers of beautiful sayings. We should have the choicest emotions 
which we should be able to express to each other....

Now you are all saints and sages. You have to respect each other. Not only 
that, but you have to be enjoying your sincerity. That’s the way.... Enjoy your 
sincerity.

Sahaja Yoga 
is complete. 

It does not 
need you. 

If the whole house 
is ready, now bring 
the flowers, 
the emotions, 
the nice things, 
the beautiful things 
and nourish them.

how to B e  co l l e c t i v e



That only we are realized souls is not the point. Only that 

we can feel the vibrations is not the point. That we can give 

Realization to others is also not the point. 

Then what is it? Very important is the content within us. 

What do we have within us is the point. These are all the 

expressions of what we have within....

The ocean and the mountains
Where do we find in the nature there is real content? We see the 
sea. The sea is there, full of water. So much of water it sucks in from 
everywhere and then it allows itself to be boiled by the sun and it 
gives rain. But the sea is the lowest level. It stands at the lowest level 
and sucks in all the water from everywhere.

In the same way, a Sahaja Yogi must know that to be really 
achieving more content we have to be not at a higher level outside. 

It’s said in the Bible, “You have to be meek,” but I think it was 
not explained to people. Only the strong people can be meek, 
secured people can be meek. Only the rich in essence can be meek, 
not the people who are insecure. Because they are insecure, how 
can they be meek? And not the people we think are rich so-called, 
because if they are rich they are not generous, they are not satis-
fied, they are not philanthropic, so they are not rich. They are still 
greedy beggars.

N a v a r a t r i  P u j a

10  A u g u s t  19 8 9
M a r g a t e  U K
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So the content within us is to be seen. What is our content? “You love 
Me, I love you” is very good. But when you love Me, you have to know that 
there are certain qualities which are very lovable in a Sahaja Yogi....

So when we say that we have to be meek, this is a content. The humil-
ity is a content. Try to do that. Try to be humble with someone. You’ll like 
yourself. You’ll enjoy that quality within....

What is another thing we find has content is the great mountains because 
they have height and they are the only ones who can capture the clouds. So 
such a rapport there is between the humility of the ocean and the height of 
the mountain. That’s how a Sahaja Yogi should be. He is too high because 
so much of the content is there in that ocean. Then it has become beautiful 
like clouds and he touches his height, his Kailasha, where resides the Shiva. 
So it’s so joy-giving....

Now look at the ocean as it is. All that is around falls into the ocean – 
everything. And then the Sun – you can say that’s the spirit – evaporates. It 
is only possible in the ocean. It doesn’t evaporate the rivers so much as it can 
because it’s such a wide thing, such a deep thing, inexhaustible. And then 
absolutely pure material comes out of that. And that can go and touch the 
heart. Because as the Sahaja Yogis’ hearts are at a very high level where there 
is Shiva residing, nobody can reach there except for the purity. And unless 
and until you have that largeness, that depth, that humility and the mary-
adas – you know that the sea never leaves its own maryadas. And if you press 
it from one end it will express on one other side. It never leaves. If the Pacific 
Ocean was even a hundred feet deeper there would have been a problem. 

So even in depth, in its height, in its spreading it has its own maryadas. 
But in that maryada, he has the feeling that he is one with nature, one with 
Mother. He is not disturbing the Mother Earth, nicely placed in the body of 
the Mother Earth.

Freedom, depth and faith in yourself
Nature is bound by the Divine. The Divine looks after the nature. So every-
thing works out beautifully and you have freedom. And after Sahaja Yoga, 
you have greater freedom. Absolute freedom because you cannot be bound 
by anything nonsensical, anything sinful, anything base. You are above that 
– like a mountain. 

And so wherever there is a combination of a mountain and an ocean, 
the ships can come. Deep people can only come to such shores where there 
is depth. That’s how you achieve your depth between your heart and your 
bhavasagara, that beautiful area where people can come to you and just they 
know this is something great....

So when the Sahaja Yogis have that content within themselves, the collec-
tive unconscious, the Divine will act, definitely act....

You have to develop your content within yourself, a com-
plete faith in yourself. This is the greatest property of a Sahaja 
Yogi. And what is this ocean? It is love. It is love and love. It 
doesn’t talk. It doesn’t do much. Nothing is to be done in this. 
It just works, spontaneously. The less you do, the better.... You 
just develop your content within yourself....

When we say we should have content, then the vessel has to 
be strong, otherwise everything will break. And this strength 
is the one you should know that you are completely protected 
by. No one can harm you. They’ll try. This has to be, other-
wise how will you test whether you are absolutely safe or not. 
So somebody has to try some tricks, just to see and for you to 
watch how you are successful. Without doing anything, you’ll 
be amazed everything will be cleared out. And you’ll not know 
how things have cleared out, how things have worked out.

So the strength comes. Again the question is, “How the 
strength comes into a Sahaja Yogi?” There I would say it’s 
the shraddha. Shraddha is not blind faith.... All this power is 
within you. But just to realize that power without ego is your 
strength. And when you are powerful you don’t have the ego 
because what is the need there? Ego is there only when you 
don’t have power – because you want to have more, more, 
more – but when you are fully there, there’s no ego. 

So this power is to be ascertained first, to find out whether 
you are powerful or not.... If I have to sit on the chair, I’ll see, 
“Is it all right or shaking? Oh, it’s all right. I can sit on this....”

You must have complete faith in yourself. If you still doubt 
yourself, that’s also a human quality. I mean a dog knows that 
he is a dog. He doesn’t doubt that he is a dog or a cat, does 
he? Or a tiger knows he’s a tiger and he knows what capacities 
he’s got. 

It’s only the human beings who have got, apart from other 
stupid qualities, one that they can doubt themselves and this 
doubting quality has made them cowards. 

In Sahaja Yoga you should have no doubts about your-
self.... It’s not how much you pray. It’s not how many words 
you use for prayer, but it is how deeply you have touched the 
Feet of the Divine. That is important.... You have to develop 
that depth. In Sahaja Yoga we work through our heart, not 
through our brains. You have to develop that heart and to 
receive into it the greatness of others.

INSIDE
Inside you, you become a 
witness. You become a witness 
in the sense that all that is 
disturbing, all that is troubling 
you, all that is a problem, 
you just start watching it, 
you start witnessing it, 
you start seeing it and 
you do not get disturbed. 
That seeing, that witnessing 
state has a tremendous power. 
Whatever you see without 
thinking, your problems get 
solved.... You are standing 
on the shores and watching 
the waves move. Then 
you know how to solve the 
problems.... If you become a 
witness, everything improves.... 
Your attention goes inside 
and you start watching things 
from inside out. As a result, you 
see exactly what’s wrong where.
Shri KriShna Puja 1988

co n t e n t
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The work of the Goddess
The work of the Goddess is very different today, as you can see it clearly. Of 
course, symbolically it is the same, but it has become very subtle, very subtle. 
The first work is to destroy the negativity.... 

The more light comes in, the ignorance will disappear. This light will 
spread. All the darkness will go away. But you are the lights. You have to put 
the lights on and you have to look after your light and you have to make that 
light eternal. This is one work which you are doing. It’s a beautiful work of 
the Goddess you are doing. It is to spread light, enlighten people.

The negativity that is around you is not so dangerous as whatever is in 
you. Today it has become subtler. The negativity has become subtler. It’s 
entered into your being and, be careful, it may any time topple you.

Even one step you do not put right when you are climbing up, you can go 
down. So one has to be alert, without tension.... The alertness grows when 
the light goes within. You start seeing it....

This was the work of the Goddess before. The Goddess used to give 
enlightenment and the Goddess used to be alert for you. She would sit like 
a tigress for Her children ... but that stage is gone now. Now She’s entered 
into you, so you have to kill your negativity and become as powerful as your 
Mother. No negativity can touch you, so you can give Realization.... At the 
collective level, it just works automatically. You don’t have to worry....

Now another quality that you have to believe is that the Goddess is work-
ing through you. In you She resides. You have got the powers. It has pen-
etrated into you. It is that you can comfort people, you can cure them. You 
can give them peace. You can give them bliss. But then what the Goddess has 
done in you is that She has given you the bliss. You have become bliss.... You 
are emitting bliss. You give bliss to others.... A Sahaja Yogi has to be blissful 
like the Goddess.

On the stage
Nothing more is needed but just to say that, “Oh, Divine, please protect us.” 
At the most, even if you don’t say it, it’s all right. You are looked after. 

The Divine is working around the stage.... It’s all there, invisible, and you 
are on the stage. They are looking out, what to focus light on, where to put, 
what light to put, what is to be done, what is to be changed around. Every-
thing they are arranging. You are nicely here. 

So you need not do all that work. You do your work of acting and saying 
dialogues. That’s your work. Let them do their jobs. They are doing very 
well. They are excellently placed and they are experts. 

So to leave certain things into the hands of the Divine is what we call as 
surrender and, if that much is done, then most of your things will work out 
so miraculously.... 

There’s a very, very big force working, the force, the energy, 
which is the source of all the energies, which has created this great 
universe, which has created this Mother Earth, created this Sun, 
which has created you very delicately. This force is working. And 
that force is looking after you, so proud of you that you have come 
on the stage now.

So as it is, we are today praying to the Goddess that, “Help 
us to fight our negativity within us. Give us Your tiger so that we 
fight. Give us Your lion so we fight.” Let us fight all these horrible 
animals that are within us, these horrible haunting things that are 
within us, these horrible conditionings we have. You have to get 
rid of it.... You have to just know that you are worthy and that you 
can do it.

co n t e n t



The word      
What is this word? The word is a silent, silent commandment. We can call it like that. But 
from that word comes – according to Indian philosophy – naad, which is a sound. And 
then it becomes the bindu. That means “one” – or you can call it “one small dot.” From 
this dot, all these five elements start coming, one after another – light, air, water, fire and 
earth.                    16 December 1998

The Adi Shakti, through Her Mahasaraswati Power, has created them. Before everything 
else, the causal essences have been created by Her. And it has started from Her only – 
from Her desires, by Her desiring it. It was created for Her and that’s how it was created in 
the whole universe.... It was made into the Earth, Moon, Sun and all these things. Actu-
ally, it was Her mere desire which brought forth these things.  20 February 1977

we are made ouT of The elemenTS       
You are the supreme thing God has created. You are the supreme-most thing. All the 
elements are working in you. There’s no animal in the world who has all these elements 
working in such a beautiful fashion. You develop your own will, your own freedom. It’s 
such an intricate process which has worked out a human being, which we don’t realize, 
where you develop your own will, your own freedom.           28 July 1980 

The six chakras are created out of these five elements. And these five elements, when they 
create the chakras, then they also give us a support to have the Deities in their aasana – a 
seat for the Deities to come in. They are important, but if you have to give a Deity a seat, 
you do not give some sort of a filthy seat. You give a nice, the best seat.    

27 September 1980

inTo Their SubTler form        
When you get your awakening, when the Kundalini reaches the Sahasrara and opens out 
your fontanelle bone area, you become one with the Divine Power. Then this Divine 
Power Itself starts flowing through you. A connection is established. She starts flowing 
through you, this Shakti. Then, what happens? The subtle part we should understand. 
The subtle part is like this: these five elements we are made of, these vibrations, gradually 
start breaking into the subtler form of which they are made.               16 December 1998

It goes back into its primitive state in the sense that it becomes its causal. You become 
your primitive. Or you can say your causal, of which you are made, all your five elements, 
express in its causal. But now the causal is aware. That’s the only difference there is. You 
become the joy, source of joy and the giver of joy and you yourself enjoy yourself because 
your Self is so glorious, so great and so joyous.              8 July 1984

the whole of the cosmos 
the elementsf
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This is the first element that comes out, called as tej. For example, a person who gets 
Realization has a face which is very radiant.... The radiance is the subtlety of the light. 
This radiance starts showing on your face. The radiance start expressing itself and, with 
that radiance, people get impressed and they start thinking something special about this 
personality which has radiance.               16 December 1998

All those elements are within us, but the highest of all is the light. Because light has an 
effect and that is governed by Jesus Christ. The light shows things that are correct. That’s 
the one which makes us understand all the dimensions of worldly things and, ultimately, 
when this light comes from the spirit and is enlightened by the spirit, then you start 
seeing the other dimensions also, which sometimes make you laugh, sometimes make you 
smile and sometimes make you cry also.           Christmas Puja 1986

Then after this, from the light, comes the second thing, which we call as vayu in Sanskrit, 
meaning the air. The air that we have is gross air. The subtle of air is this cool breeze that 
you get. The subtle of what you understand as cool breeze is what we call vibrations – 
the subtle of that is air, which is a part and parcel of our making. This cool breeze is the 
second thing, that we start getting subtler and subtler. When your growth takes place, all 
these subtle things start expressing themselves. It’s not only that you get vibrations, but 
you get the cool breeze and that is the subtle of air that has built you up. 

16 December 1998

Then it comes – pani. We are also made of water and a sign of a realized soul is that his 
skin becomes soft. His wateriness gives us lustre, nourishment to make our skin very soft 
and that softness of the skin becomes very visible. This is the minimum of minimum. But 
when a person is a realized soul, he becomes a very soft person, very delicate. When he 
talks to somebody, in his voice there is warmth. This is another subtle thing that should be 
expressed in your behavior, on your skin, in your dealings with others, that you should be like 
the water, which is mobile, which is cooling, which is soothing, which is cleansing. 

16 December 1998

With this water you have also another thing, we call it as agni. This means the fire. You 
also have fire, but it’s a very silent fire. It doesn’t burn anybody. But it burns all the wrong 
things within you and it burns the wrong things in other people also. For example, a 
person comes with a great anger towards you. What happens is that this anger becomes 
cooled down with the fire that is there. Moreover, a realized soul cannot get burnt. The 
fire cannot burn. The burning cannot come to him. It’s very important to understand. 
Also, if you are doing something wrong, it may burn you, but if you are a good Sahaja 
Yogi – and, I should say, a perfect Sahaja Yogi – fire will never burn you.

16 December 1998

Then the last is the Mother Earth – bhoomi. Many subtle things of this Mother Earth 
come into us. One of them is gravity. A person becomes very attractive, not in the physi-
cal sense, but in the spiritual sense. Such a person attracts others. They feel attracted and 
they feel that there is something special about this person. This is one of the qualities of 
the Mother Earth. If She had not kept us attracted, we would have fallen off with Her 
movement. Also other qualities start manifesting within us. We become extremely toler-
ant and patient. But if you are not tolerant, if you are hot-tempered and all that, that 
Mother Earth Principle has not expressed Herself.              16 December 1998

mainTaining The elemenTS            
In no way is Mother’s love going to allow you to destroy your Guru Principle. 
The Guru Principle is a very sensitive thing and is destroyed if you yourself do 
not try to maintain it. First of all, the destruction starts from the very source 
of our being. Our being is created by five elements and the five elements have 
a capacity all the time to get destroyed. Any one of these elements, if they are 
not looked after, they get destroyed. 

That is the built-in capacity of the elements or of the matter, as you can 
say. To maintain them is important. Some people have an idea that, once you 
become a guru, you need not maintain everything, it is maintained by itself. 
It is not. Agreed, that the spirit definitely enhances the beauty and the health 
of these elements, but, at the human level, there is always a greater force that 
is trying to destroy it. Until we have completely become the spirit, there is 
always a chance of this destruction working it out. One may say, “Why is this 
balance needed?” and this is an important question which we should be able to 
answer.                 Adi Guru Puja 1982

The elemenTS are ready To helP   
Here I’ll take you little subtler. What are these acting powers? Tremendous. For 
example, this right side is manifesting all the five elements. All the five elements 
await your asking. See this fire? You ask this fire, “Take away my problems,” it 
takes away. You have seen it, the water element. You go to the sea and just go 
and stand in the sea. After Realization, you find the whole thing is sucked in. 
The Mother Earth sucks all your problems. It’s so fantastic.  6 September 1980

You’ll be amazed how this power of love acts on the five elements. It works in 
such a manner that it should in every way encourage you, help you work it 
out – your programs, your ventures, your meetings. Anything that you want to 
do is worked out in such a beautiful manner. There are so many examples of 
that in everyday life today. For people ... have been amazed how they have been 
helped. They’ve been brought to a new ... complete control of the whole situa-
tion.                     6 July 1998 

you can conTrol The elemenTS     
With Realization, if you establish yourself, then you can give Realization to 
others, you can manifest all your powers. You can even control the elements, 
for your information – yes, after some time.              6 October 1981

It is absolutely in your hands because the whole of the cosmos is within you. 
The cosmos is working under your control completely. It is absolutely looking 
after you. Every element is looking after you to preserve you, to guide you, to 
take you to the right thinking.            16 November 1987

Once you reach your own essences, then you reach the essences of all the ele-
ments and then you can handle all the elements as you like or you can order 
them as you like. First they will act, expressing that they have been touched.... 
Later on, you can command and you can ask the rain to come. To work out 
many things of that kind, we have to be deep people. We have to go much 
deeper within ourselves to touch our essences.                               6 May 1987
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The elemenTS and deaTh      
When we die we really do not die. Only part of us, the earth element, drops down. And 
part of the water element also.                  23 February 1977 

The rest of the elements remain there. The rest of the body disappears and you can’t see it 
because it is not a complete human form. It goes on decreasing in size and the kundalini 
leaves the body and stays outside the body. And the atma – what we call the spirit – also 
leaves the body and stays outside the body, which is the remaining body. In a human 
being who dies, the spirit and the kundalini leave the body, but they’re around that body. 
It’s a great procedure that follows, which is fantastic. It’s unbelievable how the body disap-
pears into different elements.                        January 1977 

Shri ViShnumaya                  
She took Her birth at the time of Shri Krishna when He was the King of Dwarika and She 
married these five Pandavas because She was Draupadi. There’s a significance in that, that 
this is the one which joins five elements. And these five Pandavas represented the five ele-
ments. She joined them as one wife because She’s the one who joins all the five elements 
that have created this material universe.   Vishnumaya Puja 1992 (Belgium)

This Vishnumaya shows Her strength. She does lots of things by which people are fright-
ened. She can enter into any element. She can permeate. Supposing She enters into a water 
element, She can create a typhoon. She can create any kind of disaster. She can enter into 
the Mother Earth and She can create an earthquake. And all these problems that you are 
facing today in America are because of left Vishuddhi, because of Vishnumaya.

Vishnumaya Puja 1992 (USA)
Shri KriShna                        
What were wives for Him? Nothing. It is just a play. To Him no sin can be attached. 
He married because He had to marry His five principles or the five elements. He made 
them into women and married them. He had to marry sixteen thousand women because 
He had to have sixteen thousand powers and He had to channelize them through some 
bodies, so they came as women.                    Shri Krishna Puja 1982 

Shri ShiVa                            
He forgives us so many of our sins, so many of our destructive activities, our horrible 
mind which tries to create problems for everyone – up to a point. But He has the greatest 
power to destroy. His destruction comes so suddenly because He rules all the elements. 
All the elements He rules. He rules the Mother Earth and He rules all other elements. 
Through their causal, He rules and He can destroy everything that He wants to if He 
finds there is problem.                          Shivaratri Puja 2001 

Shri jeSuS                             
Only Christ could be subtle because He’s the subtlest of subtle. He’s even subtler than an 
atom because in the atom those vibrations, which move as asymmetric and symmetric 
movements, are subtler than the atom. And this is the subtler of that also. So in that little, 
very constricted area is only a personality like Christ, which is nothing but purity. There is 
no other element in Him but purity. All other Incarnations have all the five elements. He 
has nothing. He is nothing but pure vibrations. That’s why He could walk on the water – 
because there was no mass in His body, no matter in His body – no matter, no element, 
except for chaitanya itself.                        Christmas Puja 1990

jiVaTma iS The Soul – ThaT meanS wiTh TheSe fiVe elemenTS. 
And these five elements give you your own identity, 
your own character, your own particularities, etcetera. 
These five elements – the way they are placed in you – 
that’s the causal element, the causal of the elements that are within you. 

Then these causals act on the chakras and through the chakras. 
These causals act on the other – on the grosser side. 
So from the subtle to the subtler to the subtlest. 
The subtlest we can say is the spirit. 
Then the subtler is the soul. 
And the subtle you have are the chakras. 
And the gross is the body.          25 July 1986

the elem
ents

For all these – surya and 
chandra and all these stars 

– the whole cosmos has only 
one thing to do. It is to see 

that Sahaja Yoga is spreading 
well, is settling well and is 

achieving its goal. Every 
element is working it out. 

Everything is working. This 
paramchaitanya is working 

around in so many ways.
Shakti Puja India 1991
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T H E  D I V I N E  C O O L  B R E E Z EAND HIS MOTHER
You call me “Holy Mother,” 
but are you respectful like that? Do you know 
what I am? 

Ganesha knew. Once his Father said, “Whosoever 
goes around the Mother Earth first, I’ll give that 
person a present.”

So there was a race. Shri Ganesha had a brother, 
Kartikeya. Now Kartikeya, he had a nice vahana, 
a nice vehicle – it was a peacock – while Ganesha 
had just a little rat, a mouse. He could never have 
competed with him in this race to go around the 
Earth. 

So Ganesha said, “Who is greater than my Mother? 
She’s the greatest of all. What is this Mother Earth 
or anyone compared to Her? She can create so 
many Mother Earths just like that.”

So He just went round Her right there where She 
was, on his little mouse, in no time at all. He got 
the prize and all the time this Kartikeya was still 
in the air flying.

So that is what it is: to understand the auspicious-
ness. It is a subtle thing.

Shri Ganesha Puja 1992

SHRI GANESHA
a story about auspiciousness
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Dancing is a very good way of 

clearing out your pressures because, 

  in the dance, 

you go into 

thoughtless 

awareness.


